September 1943

[Handwritten text]
Prof. Fisher 2 weeks
Dr. Y. King 2 1/2 weeks in Sept
13 B. B. 5th Army 2 days in Oct

25

Lettata 65 P.M., Sept 5

Cutter 39 1/4

Father's trip to Nashville would not have allowed them to stay as
long as they did.
Men's jobs if equal pay than just matches.
A. Problems of the harmonious relations
1. Military spirit: a hard-to-get back spirit
2. Basing in part upon cooperation. It arises in part to secure as much as possible. But in strength they both do not see much disposition to help the company or help the union.

B. Problems of carrying out the Barlow plan
1. Balance of power may shift
2. Adv. 1 collector vs. 40 collectors
   - Falsification may shift
   - Statistics by a different collector from Illinois
   - Stockmarket

3. Can the representatives control their people?

4. How can we secure better time? Easier to measure. Better to Firm do what they agree

C. Precedents of the arbitrator
1. Still of reason. Police very ideal
2. Precedents to vote
3. Arbitrator agreed to legislate vote
4. Strain on arbitral decision
5. Strain on arbitral decision
6. "If they don't agree there is no arbitrator..."
1. How many are?

2. What

Any woman who sets above the scale employer may question. If below then worker must prove length of service or manual quality of work counts.

1. Principle that Standard wage is good for simultaneity.

2. Principle should be a group standard. Millies Leiserson licenses.

At price, Bridgman's were for each conditional bargain. for man who
Taidor in B f 26-34
raised from June 25-34
Dec 1

Hi sm0do
Por7on

Commto sm0do
Commto sm0do
Commto sm0do
Commto sm0do
Cutters
See Ink Writers
Preseed
Less than 10% involved.
said that for the best interest of the industry prices should be kept as low as possible.
SUGGESTION OR COMPLAINT

Filed by

Received from Parameter

Pay Roll Number

Occupation Shop

Statement:

Disposition:
I represented that the attitude of the public made it necessary to keep prices as low as possible, and also that the Board held that the conditions in the industry were not such as to justify any general change in wages at the present time.
Aug 17
On July 1 and 2
The Board of Arb. for the Chicago market met July 1 and 2 to consider requests of the union for a readjustment of wages under the emergency because of the agreement. The union protested claimed that the rate I living had increased twice and is still increasing the manufacturer.
I thought, rather than a technical interpretation, it would be best to use.

It is better to put in any case and account it is better to invest than to sacrifice.

TWA, 30 Oct 1955
The question was first raised as to whether the present situation justified action by the Board under the emergency clause. The union showed that changes were under consideration in other markets. The manufacturer claimed that no emergency existed. He tendered for in the clause which the Board added that the clause was to provide a safety valve. He cited that in considering the clause the principle and a safety valve, and
SUGGESTION OR COMPLAINT

Filed by:

Received from: Pay Roll Number:

Occupation: Shop:

Statement:

Disposition:
Meyer Page 1

Change in wages

Only when there is a real emergency

other questions come into balance

the A+F X entity

a) Conditions in market would mean that wages would be thrown out of employment.

b) Increased cost due to tax increase has not been passed on to the consumer. Public stopped buying as soon as increases began about Jan 1 into effect.
Mr. Opsahl, July 2,
Stop delays from returns, contracts not kept.
Amer. W. Co. slow down.

July 10
Red and large up to Easter. All worth 5.75. People stopped buying. Repulsed after helped. Hogs sold under man.
& catt at a cut price. Calumet public adoption Fall of 1919 at 28.80.

Sping
Wife in July.

July nice hit public about Easter.

As for fall 46.60

Wholesalers cannot stand still. Very much raised & catt.

I adv. profit & catt. goods

work profit & catt. goods.
Croset Jasper
Retailer launched into an avalanche of cancellations
no request symipt letter
Portland large customers cancel
of 7 orders 4th of July

1907 no comparison
how reduce price clothing
closest possible
Kuppfheim Kahn
representation
24 hours abs.
cut prices do not sell
phobia on strike to show
Decker ditto
Rissman John Rissman Sr
order for 100 sold for 40
sale for cut in the
faith from workmen
shoelaces leftover trimmings
style model built in this
July 2, 1972

Leeman, C. V. Price

In January 1972 we ordered for 46,000 extra units
of dealers 4,500 purchased

a advertising campaign.

President struck $2 57.

In June only about 17

in columns scored 50 others.

Have needed KEP pants

in order to keep in shape.

Together $5 25 in buying

2.50 each. 4.

Joe because there

takings in unemployment

people can sell less than their

units at less than other

can cut make clothes.

1972 worse.

Saturdays & Sundays.

We are discussing 1977.
Russman 257 1 cloths for copy for style 75 7

Mayer 600 less order 40 70

Order cancelled 30 2

During July 88 10 returns

Children's stormy 50 70 garments 5g

300 60 cold

Brown suit Tommy make about 33% decrease this spring

Kahn 2 5 15 5 7 less 1

orders (price)
July 1

Stillman

Readjustment called for under Emergency clause.

Ruled first acts jurisdiction.

Safety, value, etc., etc.

Regrets made by other markets. Not decided there.
Hillman

1. Increased costs of living (except for one section which are underpaid as compared with other other industry around transportation)

Memorandum from Federal Reserve Board

F001-19 8 1/2 1952
Mar. 2nd Court 6 1/2
mass 9 1/2

Largely on wholesale prices 4 1/2 without

Question as to cost of living. But how about clothes? If these are held down how can

Wages increase? I estimate 15 1/2

Transportation demands more
[Handwritten text not legible]
Willman, page 2 page
not asking for increased standards of living, but for maintenance.
Not a kiss.

Page 1.

1. Chicago market not in same case as Baltimore.

2. Conditions ought to be so developed as to find work for people rather than put people out of work.

3.
July 2, 1923

Hotchkiss.

Page 1.

Note: up to may 1. no trans.

Since things have different

prices in retail prices since

May 1 had not reached as on

Wholesale prices. But those

changes are not indicated by

Wholesale.

2. December increase was

grade partly in grain of other

fine cost still 6 c. per lb.

3. Chinese workers now better

paid than other workers

4. More in general

condition & understanding.

To keep it going, whole is

on strike going. whole is

on strike going.

Dangers pointed out at Dea.

hearing that people will

not stay unless union

Payment.

Be second danger is 2

strain in Agreement involved.
Howard Page 1

# Underconsumption is overproduction which makes farmers keep up an idea of buying for style.
1. General's approval of plan is in a pending
2. No undue delays
3. Clear a course
4. Disseminate
5. Maintained
6. Whatever efforts
fall '19  $850
spring '20 = $50.00
fall '20 = $5700
Business of B. Huppertstein Co. for fall 1920 15,500,000

Cancellation received and estimated 33/37 5,000,000

70% of cancellations in fall 1920 about 1%

Returns for spring 1920 40,000

Wool garments manufactured 270,000
April 15, 1935

On transfer of finances to cutting room.

Present force of cutters 6 2 5.

As experience of machine will need about 600 training, may have had up to 680.

Also as method of training.

Leverion has supplied 5 0 6

7 5 men in addition.
June 12

On petition of union
as to consolidation
of mi. o X.

Should not discharge and
make space
for many clothing
non-union contractors making
work stopped work [fim day]
have stopped work [fim day]
have stopped a man. [fim day]
kaminsky [fim day] has kept
will stop work [fim day]
250
250,

320

460

2662

847

439

460
June 8.

1. On case from Mullenbach as to what makes an "experienced" miller. Is it for "experienced" in H. S. O. or experienced in general of clause put in in 1916, per special request.

2. Time does nothing because it can discharge if he does not do his job properly. Production.

Cutter's commission has never functioned in setting rate after 2 weeks.

But firm may specify what else it wants.
wine Rhode
or. pain backs & foreparts.
Sho. 8-37
Schaller's Artway
May Shufeldt.
a. tarbilla i. discharged
by sight,
but site 4 UN 0,
was nurse again by
neglect of acting.

weather, their
stay of air
arrived for automatic
fear another change,
work of 4 Logos,
went out with
lunch her
19. married man
work & again.
To 173, Mar 20, 1915
Isadore Rotlicht:

Decision of T. Board that
"any employe...may...with a employee, while kept a
craftsman, his work...tial to..."
Ann, checking functions
Paul affairs of office

Without much delay
Reminiscent enough

But not from study
Case was heard for it

9/1/13

#103
Doctor man
Quality Product

checkers not claimed
Shortage is claimed to be taken away.
June 3rd

On stoppage of trucks around 2 A.M.

About 1/2 of the floor

75 - 100

35 min.

45

At 9:30 began to look at clock

Some said they did not why they stopped

Mr. Hans

About 9:50 59:53
Building up in health

And that about the 28th

Datum 9th 1929